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cheats, tips, guides and walkthroughs.Q:
Compiling error: cannot convert ‘const xxx*’ to

‘xxx*’ in initializer list I am trying to de-reference
the value pointed to by a pointer and assign it to a

reference. The error I get (says cv-qualifiers are
not allowed on this type) is: error: cannot convert
‘const Xxx*’ to ‘Xxx*’ in initializer list Where Xxx is

the type that is de-referenced. I understand the
error is that Xxx is const and the compiler cannot
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know that. I tried to declare x as a pointer to a
non const type. So I tried: int *x = get_int(); //

function ... std::vector vec { x, const_cast(x), *x };
// since x cannot be const But I got errors: error:

cannot convert ‘const Xxx*’ to ‘Xxx*’ in
assignment so it's clear that I can't use

const_cast. I also tried to create a const copy
(with no luck): std::vector vec(/*converting the
const int* to int*/); vec.assign(/*... */, x); As I

mentioned I've been trying. I really need a way of
de-referencing the value of a const pointer and
assigning it to a non-const reference. Do you
know how to achieve this? Thank you for your

attention. A: You can't dereference a const pointer
that's been converted to a pointer to non-const.

The syntax *cv is only used
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